Trust and distrust networks are usually extremely sparse and the vast majority of the existing algorithms for trust/distrust prediction suffer from the data sparsity problem. In this paper, following the research from psychology and sociology, we envision that users' emotions such as happiness and anger are strong indicators of trust/distrust relations. Meanwhile the popularity of social media encourages the increasing number of users to freely express their emotions; hence emotional information is pervasively available and usually denser than the trust and distrust relations. Therefore incorporating emotional information could have the potentials to alleviate the data sparsity in the problem of trust/distrust prediction. In this study, we investigate how to exploit emotional information for trust/distrust prediction. In particular, we provide a principled way to capture emotional information mathematically and propose a novel trust/distrust prediction framework ETD. Experimental results on the real-world social media dataset demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework and the importance of emotional information in trust/distrust prediction.
Introduction
Trust plays an important role in helping online users find relevant and reliable information in social media [3, 32] and it has been proven in improving various social media applications such as recommendation and information filtering [13, 22, 23, 24, 27] . As a conceptual counterpart of trust, distrust could be as important as trust [7, 19, 25, 15, 8] and studying trust while ignoring distrust could lead to a biased estimate of the effect of trust [34] . Therefore increasing attention is paid on investigating trust and distrust simultaneously. It cultivates many new tasks, and trust/distrust prediction is one of the most important such tasks.
Trust/distrust prediction aims at predicting new trust and distrust relations by leveraging old trust and distrust relations. In recent years, a large body of literature has been devoted to trust/distrust prediction [6, 10, 16, 20] . The vast majority of the existing algorithms utilize the topological structures and properties of the old trust/distrust networks to make predictions. It is well known that trust relations follow power-law distributions [32] : a small number of users specify many trust relations, while a large proportion of users specify a few trust relations. Moreover, social media users are more willing to expose their trust relations than distrust relations; hence in a social media trust/distrust network, distrust relations are much sparser than trust relations. Therefore, trust and distrust relations are extremely sparse in social media and most of existing trust/distrust predictors suffer from the data sparsity problem severely.
According to the sociologists and psychologists, users' emotions are strong indicators of trust and distrust relations [4, 11, 21] . For example, positive emotions such as happiness and satisfaction indicate trust relations; while negative emotions such as anger and fear indicate distrust relations. Social media provides various ways for the users to indicate their emotions. For example, Facebook and Twitter users can indicate their emotions to others via commenting and replying posts; while product review sites such as Epinions provide the rating mechanisms for their users to express their emotions. In other words, emotional information is pervasively available in social media no matter how they are exposed. Furthermore emotional information is social media is usually denser than trust/distrust networks [17] . Hence exploiting emotional information may help us alleviate the data sparsity problem and has potentials in improving the performance of trust and distrust prediction.
In this paper, we study the problem of trust and distrust prediction by exploiting the pervasively available emotional information. In essence, we investigate: (1) how to mathematically capture emotional information in social media, and (2) how to incorporate emotional information for trust and distrust prediction. Our solutions to these two challenges result in a novel trust and distrust prediction framework, namely ET D. Our main contributions are summarized next.
Demonstrating the existence of the correlation between emotions and trust/distrust relations; Providing a principled way to model emotional information mathematically;
Proposing a novel framework ETD, incorporating emotional information for trust/distrust prediction;
Evaluating ETD extensively on a real-world social media trust/distrust dataset to understand the performance of ETD.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formally define the problem of exploiting emotional information for trust and distrust prediction. We describe the dataset and investigate the correlation between emotions and trust and distrust relations in Section 3. In Section 4, we introduce our solution to incorporate emotional information and detail the proposed framework for trust/distrust prediction. Section 5 presents the experiments and observations. We review the related work in Section 6. Finally we conclude the paper with future work in Section 7.
Problem Statement
Let U = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n } be the set of n users. We use F ∈ R n×n to denote user-user trust/distrust relations where F ij = 1, F ij = −1 and F ij = 0 represent a trust relation, a distrust relation and no relation from u i to u j , respectively. Let P ∈ R n×n and N ∈ R n×n be the user-user positive and negative emotion matrices, respectively. P ij ∈ (0, 1] is the positive emotion strength if u i indicates positive emotions to u j and P ij = 0 if there is a neutral opinion (or no opinion at all) from u i to u j . Similarly, we define N ij ∈ (0, 1] as the negative emotion strength if u i expresses negative emotions to u j and N ij = 0 as a neutral opinion from u i to u j . Let F ∈ R n×n denote the new trust/distrust relations established.
With aforementioned notations and definitions, the problem of trust and distrust prediction by exploiting emotional information is stated as:
Given user-user existing trust/distrust relations matrix F and user-user emotional information including positive P and negative emotions N, we aim at learning a predicator f to infer unknown trust and distrust relations and construct new user-user relations F by leveraging F, P and N, which is formally defined as:
Data Analysis
In this section, we first introduce the dataset we used for this study, and then investigate the relations between emotions and trust/distrust relations.
Dataset
We collect a dataset from a product review site Epinions for this study. In Epinions, users can establish trust and distrust relationships with others where we can construct the user-user trust and distrust matrix F. Users are allowed to express their opinions to others by rating the helpfulness of their reviews from 1 to 6 where we construct the user-user positive and negative emotion matrices P and N in this work as follows: (1) we consider low helpfulness ratings {1, 2} as negative emotions, high helpfulness ratings{4, 5, 6} as positive emotions and the rating 3 as neutral emotions; (2) for each pair of users u i , u j , we compute the number of positive emotions p ij or negative emotions n ij expressed by u i to u j ; and (3) If u i often indicates positive emotions to u j , in other words, p ij is large, it is likely that u i has strong positive emotions to u j ; therefore we calculate the positive emotion strength P ij as a function g of p ij , i.e., P ij = g(p ij ) where g(x) ∈ [0, 1] and g(x) is a non-decreasing function of x with g(0) = 0. We empirically find the following definition of g(x) works well in this work:
A similar process can be applied to construct the user-user negative emotion matrix N. Note that there might be other ways to construct P and N from the data indicating emotions of users regarding each other such as sentiment and we leave this to future work. We perform some standard preprocessing by filtering out users without both trust and distrust relations and some key statistics are shown in Table 1 . We note that (1) distrust relations are much sparser than trust relations; and (2) emotional information is much denser than the trust and distrust networks.
Analysis on Emotional Information
Research findings from psychology and sociology suggest that emotions are strong indicators of trust/distrust relations [4, 21, 11] . In this subsection, we investigate emotional information in the formation of trust and distrust relations via studying the correlation between emotional information and trust/distrust relations. Specifically, we aim to answer the following two questions:
Are users with positive emotions more likely to establish trust relations than those without?
Are users with negative emotions more likely to establish distrust relations than those without?
To answer the first question, for each pair of users (u i , u j ) with positive emotions (or P ij = 0), we randomly select a user u k where u i has no positive emotions to u k (or P ij = 0), we check whether there are trust relations from u i to u j and u i to u k , respectively. In detail, we set tp = 1 if u i trusts u j and tp = 0 otherwise; while we set tr = 1 if u i trusts u k and tr = 0 otherwise. Finally we obtain two vectors, t p and t r where t p is the set of all tps for pairs of users with positive emotions; while t r is the set of trs for pairs of users without positive emotions.
We conduct a two-sample t-test on t p and r r . The null hypothesis H 0 and the alternative hypothesis H 1 are defined as follows:
The null hypothesis is rejected at significance level α = 0.01 with p-value of 4.32e−62 in Epinions. The evidence from t-test suggests a positive answer to the first question: with high probability, users with positive emotions are more likely to establish trust relations than those without. A similar procedure can be followed to answer the second question; hence for brevity, we omit the details and directly give the suggestion from the ttest result as: users with negative emotions are more likely to establish distrust relations than those without.
The aforementioned procedures verify the existence of correlation between positive emotions (negative emotions) and trust relations (distrust relations). For pairs of users with emotions, their emotional strengths could be very different. Next we further investigate the impact of emotional strengths on the formation of trust and distrust relations.
We first study the impact of the strengths of positive emotions on the formation of trust relations. We sort all pairs of users with positive emotions according to their emotion strengths in a descending order and divide those pairs into K groups with equal sizes as G = {G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G K } where the emotion strengths in G i are larger than those in G j if i < j. Then we form
pairs of groups (G i , G j ) with i < j where we can consider G i as the group with high emotional strengths and G j as the group with low emotional strengths. For each pair of those groups (G i , G j ), we use H to denote the number of pairs of users with trust relations in G i and L to denote the number of pairs of users with trust relations in G j . Over all pairs of those groups, we can obtain two vectors h and l for Hs and Ls, respectively.
We conduct a two-sample t-test on h and l where the null hypothesis H 0 is that users with weak positive emotion strengths are more likely to establish trust relations and the alternative hypothesis H 1 is that users with strong positive emotion strengths are more likely to create trust relations, which are formally defined as:
When we choose K = 10, the null hypothesis is rejected at significance level 0.01 with p-value 8.47e − 23. We make similar observations when we set K = 30 and K = 50. These results suggest that users with high positive emotion strengths are more likely to establish trust relations than those with low positive emotion strengths. Following a similar procedure, we make a similar finding about the impact of the strengths of negative emotions on the formation of distrust relations: users with high negative emotion strengths are more likely to establish distrust relations than those with low negative emotion strengths.
A Trust and Distrust Prediction Framework
with Emotional Information In the previous section, we demonstrated the existence of correlation between emotional information and trust and distrust relations, and also verified the impact of strengths of emotions on the formation of trust and distrust relations. In this section, we introduce our approach to model emotional information based on previous observations and finally present the proposed framework ETD. Let us begin by introducing the basic model we choose for ETD.
A Basic Model for Trust and Distrust
Prediction Social media users often tend to establish trust and distrust relations with only few of other users, resulting in a very sparse and low rank network. Therefore it is very natural to deploy the low-rank approximation methods for modeling trust and distrust relations. In addition to capturing the low-rank structure, low-rank approximation models are also suggested by the weak structural balance [16] . Let U = [U 1 , U 2 , . . . , U n ] ∈ R n×d be the low-rank latent representations of users in U where
n is the low-rank latent vector representation of u i . One popular way to learn U is via the following low-rank matrix factorization formulation:
where is Hadamard product (element-wise product) where (X Y) ij = X ij × Y ij for any two matrices X and Y with the same size, || . || F is the Frobenius norm of a matrix,
the correlations among user latent representations as F ij = U i VU j , W ∈ R n×n and W ij controls the contribution of F ij in the learning process. A typical choice of W is:
In order to avoid over-fitting, two smoothness regularization terms are added,
where λ 1 and λ 2 are non-negative regularization parameters on U and V, respectively. Many optimization methods such as stochastic gradient descent and alternating least square could be used to solve the optimization problem in Eq. 4.7. In addition, the formulation in Eq. 4.7 is very flexible to incorporate prior knowledge from side information, which allows us to incorporate emotional information next.
Modeling Emotional Information
Findings in Section 3 provide the groundwork for us to model emotional information for trust and distrust prediction. Next we detail the model component for positive/negative emotions and then introduce the emotion regularization to model emotional information.
The model component for positive emotions are based on two important findings in Section 3: (a) pairs of users with positive emotions are more likely to have trust relations than those without; and (b) pairs of users with strong positive emotions are more likely to establish trust relations than those with weak positive emotions. To model the finding (a), for a pair of users (u i , u j ) with positive emotions, we force the estimated relation from u i to u j to a trust relation, which is controlled by the strength of the positive emotion from u i to u j to capture the finding (b), which is formulated as:
where P = {(u i , u j )|P ij = 0} is the set of pairs of users with positive emotions. The term (U i VU j − 1) 2 forces the pair of users (u i , u j ) with positive emotions to a trust relation, and the closeness is controlled by the strength of positive emotions P ij . A larger value of P ij suggests that u i has stronger positive emotions to u j ; hence u i is more likely to trust u j since it will force U i VU j closer to 1. While a smaller value of P ij indicates weaker positive emotions from u i to u j ; therefore u i is less likely to trust u j since U i VU j will loosely fit 1. A similar formulation can be developed to model negative emotions as:
where N = {(u i , u j )|N ij = 0} is the set of pairs of users with negative emotions. Since pairs of users with negative emotions are likely to establish distrust relations, we force the estimated relations to a distrust relations (or −1).
With model components to capture positive and negative emotions, we propose emotion regularization to model emotional information for trust and distrust prediction, which is formally defined as:
where µ and δ are used to control contributions of positive and negative emotions, respectively.
The Proposed Framework ETD
With the introduction of emotion regularization to capture emotional information, we are ready to introduce the proposed framework ETD, which exploits emotional information via emotion regularization for trust and distrust prediction. The proposed framework ETD is to solve the following optimization problem:
Next, we illustrate why emotional information can help mitigate the data sparsity problem for trust and distrust prediction. Suppose that u i does not have any trust and distrust relations; hence we can not learn the latent representation of u i via the basic model. However, if u i expresses positive or negative emotions to other users, we still can learn U i for u i via emotion regularization. The formulation in Eq.4.11 can be rewritten into its matrix form as:
where 1 n×n is a n × n matrix where the values of its entities are 1.
The coupling between U and V makes the problem in Eq. 4.12 difficult to find the optimal solution for both U and V simultaneously. In this work, we use gradient descent method to solve Eq. 4.12, which has been proven to gain an efficient solution efficiently in practice.
Let J be the objective function of Eq. 4.12 and the partial derivations of J with respect to U and V are as follows, 1 2
14)
The detailed algorithm for the proposed framework ETD is shown in Algorithm 1. Next, we briefly review Algorithm 1. We randomly initialize U and V in line 1. From line 2 to 6, we update U and V until achieving convergence. γ u and γ v are the learning steps for updating U and V. In practice, the algorithm will stop when there is little change for the objective function or it reaches predefined maximal iterations. At the end, the constructed trust/distrust relation matrix is computed as F = UVU . The likelihood of u i establishing a relation to u j is indicated by | F ij |. If sign( F ij ) = 1, it is a trust relation; while sign( F ij ) = −1 means a distrust relation where sign(x) = 1 for x > 0, sign(x) = −1 for x < 0 and sign(x) = 0 if x = 0. 
Time Complexity
Since W is sparse, the number of non-zero elements of W W UVU is the same as W, which is N w . Thus, the time complexity of (W W UVU )UV is approximately O(N w n+nd 2 +n 2 d). Similarly, complexity of (W W UVU ) UV is also O(N w n + nd 2 + n 2 d). By using a similar complexity analysis, i.e., using the facts such as N N and P P only need to be computed once and are sparse, we can get the time complexity of the other terms in ∂J ∂U . For brevity, we omit the detailed analysis of these terms here. The time complexity of
Now we discuss the time complexity of ∂J ∂V in Eq.(4.14). Since the number of non-zero elements of W W F is N w , the cost of calculating U (W W F) is O (N w d) . Thus, the time complexity of
With the same approach, we calculate the time complexities of U (P P)U and
Hence, the total time complexity of
Experiments
In this section, we conduct experiments to answer two questions: (a) What is the quality of trust and distrust relations predicted by the proposed framework ETD? and (b) how does emotional information affect the performance of ETD? We begin by introducing experimental setting, then design experiments to seek answers to above two questions and finally study the sensitivity of ETD to its key parameters.
Experimental
Settings Assume T = { u i , u j |F ij = 1)} is the set of users with trust relations and D = { u i , u j |F ij = −1)} is the set of users with distrust relations. We randomly choose x% of trust and distrust relations for training as existing trust relations O and treat the remaining 100 − x% of them as new trust and distrust relations S to be predicted. We remove trust and distrust relations in S by setting F ij = 0, ∀ u i , u j ∈ S and the new representation of F is the input of each predicator. In this paper, we vary x as {40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90}.
In a trust and distrust network in social media, trust relations are often much denser than distrust relations; hence trust and distrust relations are imbalanced in both training and testing sets. Therefore, we use AUC [12] instead of accuracy to assess the performance of trust and distrust predictors over predicting the trust/distrust relations between pairs of users in S.
Performance Comparison of Trust and Distrust Predictors
To answer the first question, we compare the proposed framework ETD with the following representative trust and distrust predictors:
MF: This method [16] preforms a matrix factorization on trust/distrust relations matrix F and is a variant of the proposed framework by ignoring the emotion regularization. We select this method to see how well trust/distrust prediction method performs in absence of emotional information.
TDP: This propagation-based method [14] treats trust/distrust propagation as a repeating sequence of atomic operations. In this baseline, trust propagates multiple steps while distrust propagates only a single step.
All23: This baseline [20] considers 23 different topological structure features of the network for each pair of links between users based on local relations of a node and balance theory. It uses a logistic regression classifier to learn a classifier to predict trust and distrust relations.
All23+PN: This method considers positive and negative emotions between pairs of users as two additional feature for All23 in order to investigates how well it performs by adding emotional features.
Random: This baseline randomly selects pairs with trust and distrust relations.
Trust prediction has extensively studied. However since distrust is not the negation of trust, the trust/distrust prediction problem cannot be successfully carried out by directly applying trust predictors [34] . Therefore we do not compare ETD with traditional trust predictors such as [18, 32, 38] . Note that for baseline methods with parameters, we use cross-validation to determine their values. For the proposed framework, its parameters are set as follows: {λ 1 = λ 2 = 0.1, d = 15, µ = 1, δ = 1}. More details about the impact of key parameters on the performance of the proposed framework will be discussed in the following subsections. Since the test set is selected randomly, the final results are reported by taking the average of 10 runs for each method. The comparison results are demonstrated in Figure 1 and we observe the following: In general, with the increase of the training data, the performance of all methods increases.
The low-rank approximation based method MF always outperforms All23. There could be two major reasons. First, trust and distrust relations are very sparse, and feature extraction based on the topological structure of trust and distrust networks may be not robust; for example, there might be many pairs of users without features based on balance theory [6] . Second, the distribution of trust and distrust relations is highly imbalanced and All23 cannot handle the data imbalance problem.
All23+PN outperforms All23 suggesting the importance of emotional information in trust and distrust prediction problem.
MF outperforms TDP because edge signs could be incorporated in trust and distrust prediction rather than requiring a notion of propagation from farther-off parts of the network as [14] did. Moreover,TDP does not consider imbalance distribution of trust and distrust relation.
The proposed framework ETD always obtain the best performance. Compared to MF, the proposed framework exploits emotional information to predict trust and distrust relations. Those results suggest the importance of emotional information in the problem of trust and distrust prediction. Although All23+PN incorporates emotional information, it cannot outperforms ETD due to the large number of structural features in comparison to emotional ones. More details about the impact of emotional information on the proposed framework will be discussed in the following subsection.
To recap, the proposed framework obtains significant performance improvement by exploiting emotional information via emotion regularization.
Impact of Emotional Information on ETD
In the last subsection, we demonstrated that the proposed framework obtains performance improvement with emotional information. In this subsection, we investigate the impact of emotional on ETD, which correspondingly answers the second question. To achieve this goal, we systematically define the following variants of the proposed framework as follows: The performance comparison is shown in Table 2 with the following observations:
When we remove the effect of positive emotions, the performance of ETD-P degrades compared to ETD. We have similar observations to negative emotions. Those results support the importance of positive and negative emotions in trust/distrust prediction.
We note that the performance of eliminating positive emotions ETD-P is always worse than that of eliminating negative emotions ETD-N. The major reason is that positive emotional information is much denser than negative emotional information.
When we remove the effects of both positive and negative emotions, the performance of ETD-PN further reduces compared to ETD-P and ETD-N. Those results suggest that both positive and negative emotions are important, and they contain complementary information to each other. Table 2 : The Impact of Emotional Information on the Proposed Framework. Table 2 shows that both positive and negative emotional information have impact on the performance of the proposed framework ETD. In general, with the increase of µ and δ, the performance increases at first and then it reduces. Those patterns are very useful because they ease the parameter selection for ETD in practice.
Increasing µ and δ from zero to 0.5 results in significant performance improvement. Those observations further support the importance of emotional information in trust and distrust prediction.
After certain values, continuously increasing µ and δ degrades the performance of ETD. When µ and δ is large, the emotion regularization terms dominate the learning process and the model could overfit to emotional information, which lead to inaccurate estimates of U and V.
Among those two parameters, ETD is more sensitive to δ than µ. That is because µ controls the contribution from positive emotions, which are often more denser than negative emotions.
Related Work
Likewise a large body of research which has been devoted to the study of social media [35, 17, 1, 24, 2] , increasing attention has been paid to the trust prediction problem [3, 5, 18, 26, 32] . The recent availability of trust and distrust networks has motivated increasing research on trust/distrust prediction [6, 10, 20, 28] . Recent research on trust/distrust prediction has proven that distrust has added value in addition to trust [31] . Thus, our paper focus on simultaneous trust and distrust prediction.
Existing trust and distrust prediction algorithms can be roughly divided into two categories -supervised and unsupervised methods. Supervised methods consider the trust and distrust prediction problem as a classification problem by using the existence of trust/distrust as positive/negative labels and train a classifier with features extracted from the trust and distrust networks [6, 10, 20, 28] . For example, [20] first extracts in-degree and out-degree numbers from positive (or negative) links and also extracts triangle-based features according to the balance theory, then trains a logistic regression classifier with these features to perform trust and distrust prediction task. Another work [6] , extends the triangle-based features to the k-cycle-based features. Therefore, [20] is a special case of the algorithm in [6] when k = 3. Unsupervised methods are usually based on certain topological properties of trust and distrust networks to perform predictions [16, 36, 29] . One type of unsupervised methods is based on lowrank matrix factorization [16, 36] . [16] mathematically models the trust and distrust prediction problem as a low-rank matrix factorization model, based on the weak structural balance on the trust/distrust network. [36] extends the low-rank model to perform link prediction across multiple signed networks. Node similarity based trust and distrust prediction is another type of unsupervised methods [29, 30] , which first define similarity metrics to calculate node similarities; and then provide a way to predict trust and distrust relations based on those node similarities. Propagation-based methods are also used for trust and distrust prediction [9, 14, 37] . Trust propagation is treated as a repeating sequence of matrix operations, which consists of four types of atomic trust propagations [14] . Distrust propagation is then incinerated after multiple steps of trust propagation [14] . [37] proposes to integrate distrust into the process of the Appleseed trust metric computation instead of superimposing distrust afterwards.
Similarly, the proposed framework ETD is also based on the low-rank matrix factorization model. The difference between ETD and the aforementioned lowrank matrix factorization models is that we investigate the role of emotional information in trust and distrust perdition, due to the fact that emotional information can strongly indicate trust and distrust relations and it is usually denser than trust and distrust relations. Therefore exploiting emotional information can mitigate the data sparsity problem and has potentials in improving the performance of trust and distrust prediction. [33] utilizes the helpfulness ratings to predict distrust relations in a scenario that only trust links are given. Our work is substantially different from [33] as: we perform trust and distrust prediction where both trust links and distrust links are given, while [33] focuses on distrust prediction where only trust links are given.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose to exploit emotional information for trust and distrust prediction. We first verify the existence of correlation between emotional information and trust and distrust relations and the impact of strengths of emotional information on the formation of trust and distrust relations. Then we introduce emotion regularization to capture emotional information mathematically and finally we propose the framework ETD, which predicts trust and distrust relations by incorporating emotional information. We conduct experiments with real-world social media data and the results demonstrate that (1) the proposed framework obtains significant performance improvement in predicting trust and distrust relations; and (2) both positive and negative emotions can help trust and distrust prediction and they contain complementary information to each other.
Some future work can be further investigated. First, users' emotions could evolve over time and we would like to further study the dynamics of users' emotions in trust and distrust prediction. Second, in this work, we study the role of emotional information in trust and distrust prediction, only in the context of product review Websites; whereas emotional information is commonly available in social media. It would thus be interesting to replicate our findings and the proposed framework on other social media Websites. Finally, we choose matrix factorization as the base model to incorporate emotional information. In future, we would like to incorporate emotional information into other models to probe if we can further improve the performance of trust and distrust prediction.
